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Abstract

Visual data analysis of time related data sets has attracted much research interest recently, and a number of sophis-
ticated visualization methods have been proposed in the past. In financial analysis, however, the most important
and most common visualization techniques for time series data is the traditional line- or bar chart. Although these
are intuitive and make it easy to spot the effect of key events on a asset’s price, and its return over a given period
of time, price charts do not allow the easy perception of relative movements in terms of growth rates, which is the
key feature of any price-related time series.
This paper presents a novelGrowth Matrix visualization technique for analyzing assets. It extends the ability
of existing chart techniques by not only visualizing asset return rates over fixed time frames, but over the full
spectrumof all subintervals present in a given time frame, in a single view. At the same time, the technique
allows a comparison of subinterval return rates among groups of even a few hundreds of assets. This provides a
powerful way for analyzing financial data, since it allows the identification of strong and weak periods of assets
as compared to global market characteristics, and thus allows a more encompassing visual classification into
“good” and “poor" performers than existing chart techniques. We illustrate the technique by real-world examples
showing the abilities of the new approach, and its high relevance for financial analysis tasks.

Categories and Subject Descriptors(according to ACM CCS): I.3.3 [Computer Graphics]: Picture/Image Generation
H.4 [Information Systems]: H.4 Information Interfaces and Presentation

1. Introduction

Time related data sets are ubiquitous and appear in many ap-
plication domains in business and science, including finance
(stock market data, credit card transactional data), commu-
nication (telephone data, signal processing data, network
monitoring) or entertainment (music, video). The analysis
of time related data sets is a key issue to get insight into the
data, to identify patterns, trends or correlations. This knowl-
edge is essential for many data analysis tasks like fraud-
and anomaly detection, decision support, prediction or per-
formance analysis. Visualization techniques have been suc-
cessfully applied to analyze time related data sets in many
application scenarios [LKL ∗04], and a number of sophisti-

cated visualization methods have been proposed in the past
[SM03].

In financial analysis, however, the most important and
most common visualization techniques for time series data
are still charts, including line-, bar-, sequence-, point charts
and their variations [Mur99]. Financial analysts use charts
almost exclusively to analyze a wide array of assets such
as stocks, bonds, futures, commodities, or market indices
to forecast future price movements. Price charts for exam-
ple provide an intuitive graphical representation of an asset’s
price movement over time by plotting a sequence of prices
over a specific time frame, e.g., by using line charts. This
graphical representation makes it easy to spot the effect of
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key events on a security’s price, it’s return rates over a pe-
riod of time and whether it is trading near its highs or near
its lows. However, standard price charts do often not allow
the easy perception of relative movement in terms of growth
rates, which are the key feature of any price-related time se-
ries. Additionally, it is a difficult task to compare return rates
for groups of assets or asset sectors over time in a single view
due to occlusion effects.
To bridge this gap, this paper presents the novelGrowth Ma-
trix visualization technique for analyzing assets, which ex-
tends the ability of existing chart techniques. TheGrowth
Matrix not only shows the return rates of assets over fixed
time frames, but it also shows their growth rates for each
subinterval of the time frame in a single view. At the same
time it allows the comparison of the complete set of subin-
terval growth rates for groups of assets and their relevant
indexes, by employing appropriate sorted layouts. Our tech-
nique provides a powerful way for analyzing financial data,
since it allows the identification of strong and weak peri-
ods of assets compared to global market characteristics, and
thus allows a more encompassing visual classification into
”good” and ”poor" assets than existing chart techniques. We
provide real world asset market application examples that
show the abilities of the new approach and its high relevance
for financial analysis tasks.

2. Background

2.1. Financial Analysis Problems

In many financial applications, the two most important asset
price series characteristics from an analyst’s point of view
arereturn andrisk. Regarding return, analysts and investors
are interested in growth rates of an asset price series within
certain, often multiple, different time frames. Briefly, growth
rate is defined as the ratio between the asset price at the end
and the starting point of a time frame interval. Often, such
time frames are not fixed per se, but depend on the analy-
sis task at hand. Also, different time intervals may need to
be compared simultaneously. Given a price series spanning
several years, an analyst may simultaneously consider many
interesting subintervals, such as:

• Engagement periods advised by financial consultants
• Short term behavior in reaction to external effects such as

natural disasters and policy changes
• Subintervals from investment decisions to the most cur-

rent price in the time series (current gain/loss of an invest-
ment)

• Growth rates spanning long subintervals of fixed length
for long term analysis

Regarding the risk criteria, investors may be interested in
factors like

• Volatility
• Maximum loss within a given sub time frame
• Longest sub period with continued gains or losses

• Average loss (gain) during a recession (booming) period

Furthermore, important risk features of an asset may be
the distribution of the best and worst engagement or disen-
gagement time frames. Note that for the assets series analy-

sis, any of then×(n−1)
2 existing subintervals in a time series

consisting ofn elements may be significant. In addition to
individually analyzing price series of single assets, compar-
ing the asset with characteristics of similar assets is required.
To this end, analysis rely on business sectors which group
assets into similar classes (indices). Then, above described
measures for an asset are contrasted against the behavior of
the whole sector, which can be achieved by normalizing as-
set prices with mean-aggregated prices of its sector. Based
on identification of sector typical time frame characteristics
like bullish / bearish market phases, then the question at hand
is how the considered asset performs as compared to the sec-
tor average. Thereby, individual assets may be benchmarked
against certain sector averages. The task is to find visualiza-
tion techniques that effectively support these analysis tasks.

2.2. Time Series Visualization

To date, the visual analysis of time-related data has received
significant research attention in Information Visualization
and a number of advanced visualization techniques for var-
ious analysis tasks have been proposed. Examples are the
Spiral technique [WAM01] to identify periodic patterns in
time series data, the Cluster and Calendar based Visualiza-
tion technique [WS99] to identify patterns and trends on
multiple time scales simultaneously, or the TimeSearcher
[HS04] to visually explore time related data sets via in-
teractive queries. Due to the increasing volume and com-
plexity of time related data sets, many techniques consider
the problem of simultaneously visualizing large as well as
long time series data, while maintaining perceptibility of
the time- and the value dimension. The Recursive Pattern
technique [KAK95] visualizes very large time related data
sets by employing pixel based rendering. Other techniques
like [BM04, Chu98] use numeric aggregation to scale with
the size of time-related data sets. In [HKDS05] the authors
generate importance–driven layouts visualizing sets of bar
charts, reflecting importance and hierarchical relationships.
A nice survey on recent research regarding time series visu-
alization is given in [SM03].

The financial sector is an important domain dealing with
complex time dependent data sets. The visual analysis of
these kind of data sets is an essential issue in technical fi-
nance market analysis to support asset return analysis and
decision making processes. In financial analysis, however,
the most important and most common visualization tech-
niques for time series data are chart diagrams [Mur99], two-
dimensional graphs where the x-axis represents time and the
y-axis the dependent variable like the price of an asset. Most
common are line- and bar charts, since they provide an in-
tuitive way to get insight into price fluctuations of securi-
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Figure 1: Decomposition of a time series into all possible subintervals. (a) Original line chart equivalent with subinterval
chart of length3. (b) All possible subinterval time frames. (c,d) Partial line charts of all possible subintervals of length1 and
2, normalized with corresponding start values. By displaying normalized subinterval line charts, growth rates are perceivable.
Note that for realistic (lager) financial time series, such charts quickly become crowded.

ties and assets. These charts may be enriched by overlaying
aggregate plots, e.g. moving averages. Since there are typ-
ically thousands of assets in the market and the analysis of
the return rates of each one over time using charts is a diffi-
cult task, since numerous charts have to be constructed and
compared, there are several approaches that provide com-
pact visual representations of the financial market, e.g. cate-
gories/groups of assets, as a whole. Examples are TreeMap
approaches [Wat99, Sma05], SOM techniques [DK98] or
graph visualization techniques [DG04]. Although these tech-
niques allow compact overviews of the data, they do not al-
low a detailed analysis or comparison of asset returns over
multiple time frames, which is a key issue in financial analy-
sis, and are therefore no real alternative for detailed asset
return analysis compared to chart techniques.

By using chart techniques to determine asset growth rates
for a certain time frame, the user has to perceive the respec-
tive start and end price values, and mentally form the ratio
between both. This is not an easy task. Further problems oc-
cur when there is high decline in a time series: Reasonable
positive or negative growth rates cannot be identified easily.
We illustrate this point by an example. Consider the price
seriesp0 = 100, p1 = 60, p2 = 30, p3 = 20, p4 = 22 it is dif-
ficult to determine the growth rate in subinterval[t3, t4] as
22
20 = 1.1. This is due to a scaling effect. The absolute dif-
ference betweenp4 andp3 (2) is small compared to the ab-
solute difference betweent3 and t0 (80). As standard line
charts are usually linearly scaled for the maximum value,
p3 andp4 get scaled down quite a bit, making it difficult to
read the precise numeric value from the chart. Of course one
could easily identify this growth rate if the line chart was
normalized to the value oft3. However, a line chart can be
normalized by at most one value, which means this is pos-
sible for only the subintervals that have that same starting
point, t3. It is also hard to identify time frames with maxi-
mal growth rates, since the analyst has to first determine the
growth rates of potentially all subintervals, and then select
the best one. However, if not supported by automatic com-

putation, doing this visually on a line chart is difficult as the
observer has to memorize many growth rates.

Figure1 illustrates a simple time series consisting of four
values, along with all possible time subintervals. Note that
using line charts, it would not be possible to show all subin-
tervals with an individual line chart, as for larger time series
the number of subintervals grows too large to display them
all in a single display (occlusion and over plotting problems
would occur).

3. The Growth Matrix Approach

Based on the preceding analysis, we recognize the need for
a technique for simultaneously displaying growth rates for
all possible time subintervals in a time series. In Finan-
cial Analysis, theReturn Trianglevisualization technique
[Deu05, IS05] is a common approach to focus this task. The
basic idea is to use a 2D triangular layout with the horizontal
and vertical dimensions representing time, in order to visu-
ally display asset growth rates on a year-based scale. Color
coding is used to identify growth rate quantities. Based on
this technique we introduce the pixel-basedGrowth Matrix
technique which allows not only the visualization of subin-
tervals at full scale (days, weeks, months), but also allows
effective intra- and inter asset analysis. To investigate mul-
tiple performance metrics over time the Growth Matrix sup-
ports a variety of analysis- and color coding techniques.
The basic idea is to use a 2D layout to place two indepen-
dent variables, namely, start- end endpoints in time defining
respective sub time frames. Mapping the two independent
variables onto two different axes in a Cartesian coordinate
system, we obtain a reference frame for our two dimensional
observation space. We note that by introducing a second in-
dependent variable, we loose one (Cartesian) dimension for
representing the dependent variable. In terms of the Carte-
sian coordinate system and the 2D raster pixel display, then
only one pixel (rectangle) at the intersection of the respec-
tive row and column defined by a subinterval will be avail-
able to represent the dependent variable. Note that for one-
dimensional bar or line charts displayed in 2D, the second
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dimension is free for representation of value magnitude by
scaling of bar height or line position. As an alternative, we
use an appropriate color-coding scheme to indicate the value
at each position in the display. In case of growth rates, we
can easily use a color scale ranging e.g., from red (losses) to
yellow (side-wards movements) to green (gains).

The Growth Matrix can then be defined as a function
GM : (Integer, Integer)→Color mapping discrete 2D coor-
dinates(i, j) to color codes taken appropriately from a color
space. Regarding growth rate normalization, we define two
different metrics. The first one is calledgrowth index, and is
a functiongiA(i, j) based on the relative growth of the price
of assetA within the interval[i, j]:

giA(i, j) =
vA

j

vA
i

, i, j ∈ T, i < j,

where i and j are the indices of time stamps correspond-
ing to valid start and endpoints in a global time intervalT
as defined by the respective time series.vA

i andvA
j are the

observed prices of assetA at time indicesi and j. Then,
giA(i, j) ∈ [0,∞), also referred to asgrowth coefficient, is
the relative increase (decrease) of the time dependent vari-
ablev in the interval[i, j].
The second growth metric we consider is therank indexas
a functionriA(i, j,DB), defined as the[0,1]-normalized rank
of a given growth coefficient w.r.t. all corresponding growth
coefficients in a database of time seriesDB. Formally:

riA(i, j,DB) =
1

|DB|−1 ∑
A′∈DB/A

{
1 giA

′
(i, j) < giA(i, j)

0 otherwise

Defining an appropriately normalized color mapping
scheme forgi and ri , and plotting the functions in a 2D
Cartesian coordinate system withi ( j) on the horizontal (ver-
tical) axis, we obtain an upper triangular matrix display of
color coded growth rates. The display visualizes the com-
plete spectrum of all possible growth rates in a given time se-
ries. Figure2 illustrates three orientations in the Growth Ma-
trix display which can be interpreted as follows. Along ver-
tical lines,i is kept constant whilej is variable. Tracing ver-
tical lines along top direction, we see the returns achieved by
investments made ati for increasing holding periods (Figure
2 (a)). Correspondingly, along horizontal linesj is kept con-
stant, whilei is variable. Thereby, tracing horizontal lines we
can read the return from an investment terminated at a fixed
date, considering different initial investment points (Figure2
(b)). Finally, tracing lines parallel to the matrix diagonal, we
can read the returns from investments of constant time pe-
riods with variable starting points. In other words, diagonal
lines represent sliding windows along the time series, where
the window size increases with the lines’ distance from the
diagonal.

Apart from such local analysis views, Growth Matrices
are well suited for evaluating global asset returns, for com-
paring the return rates of sets of assets, and for identifying

Interpretation von Geraden im 
Display
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Figure 2: TheGrowth Matrixcoordinate system. i and j de-
note the start and endpoints of subintervals in the time span
given by an original time series. Vertical, horizontal, and
lines parallel to the reference frame diagonal can be mean-
ingfully interpreted in terms of hypothetical investment deci-
sions.

typical growth patterns among sets of time series. In Section
4 we will discuss several applications of the Growth Ma-
trix technique. We note that the Growth Matrix basically is
a transformation of time series data with respect to relative
growth rates. Up to numerical precision, the original time se-
ries can be losslessly reconstructed from the growth rates. Its
power for visual analysis lies in the fact that it decomposes
an input (one-dimensional) time series into thespectrumof
all possible subintervals, and visualizes this spectrum. Fi-
nally, we note that due toi < j, the Growth Matrix occupies
just a partition of square display space – the diagonal (i = j)
and lower triangle (i > j) space remains usable for additional
views on the given time series, or on appropriately defined
database aggregates (see Section4).
The growth rates of each subinterval in the time series are
mapped to the Growth Matrix like illustrated in Figure3.
The resulting visualization allows a detailed analysis of as-
set return over time. Standard approaches like line charts fo-
cus on fixed time frames and force the analyst to construct
individual charts for each interval of interest, e.g., for inter-
val [t3, t5] in figure3. Here, asset 1 has a good growth rate in
this particular interval(+8%), but a poor overall growth rate
(−5% in [t1, t5] ). Using the Growth Matrix, the analyst can
extract this information from a single view, and at the same
time compare individual growth rates over multiple assets.
Each matrix can tell a story about the position of the fund in
its own peer group. With a peer group of comparable, simi-
lar funds, investing in the same asset class, it is easy to find
fund managers with persistent achievement. Because of the
interval [0;1] there is no limitation in peer group size. So in
a single view you get a comparison of a fund with even a few
hundreds others.

4. Application

We have implemented the Growth Matrix technique in an
interactive application for visualizing Growth Matrices from
time series databases. The system allows interactive selec-
tion of input data and application of various preprocessing
and benchmarking schemes, supporting the analysis of sin-
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Figure 3: From Line Charts to Growth Matrix: Simultane-
ously displaying growth rates for all possible subintervals in
one global time series allows to show details on the global
and local return rates of assets.

gle assets as well as contrasting sets of assets. We use a
real-world data set containing price series for approximately
10.000 fund assets. In this database, all prices were sampled
on a monthly basis during January 1991 and March 2005,
leading up to 171 prices per fund (not each asset covered the
whole time frame). The database represents European and
International funds composed ofbondsas well asstockas-
sets, and also mixed funds. The funds of bonds usually show
moderate, rather steady growth patterns, while the stock-
based funds usually exhibit higher dynamics (variance) in
the price series.

In Section4.1, we exemplarily analyze each one fund of
type bond and stock, identifying typical growth characteris-
tics. In Section4.2, we extend the basic Growth Matrix by
a market-based normalization scheme, allowing to contrast
asset-local growth against certain market benchmarks. Sec-
tion 4.3 then demonstrates the usefulness of the technique
for screeningsets of similar types of funds with respect to
their return measured against the market. In Section4.4, we
conclude the application by giving an analytical index for
summarization and ranking of Growth Matrices based on a
model of investor preferences. Figure4 details the colormap
used in the following discussion.

Figure 4: Our colormap ranges from shades of red (nega-
tive growth) to beige (zero and small growth) through green
to black (positive growth). In the following, we apply a lin-
ear mapping scheme which caps all growth indices gi at 25%
and 250%, respectively. Also, we use the rank index ri for vi-
sualizing market-relative rankings. Then, each ri is mapped
linearly to the color spectrum.

4.1. Analysis of Intra-Asset Growth Patterns

Figure5 (left) shows the Growth Matrix of a fund composed
of bonds. As expected, the asset exhibits a rather steady
growth pattern across the considered time frame (1991 to
2005). Overall growth was positive throughout all possible
investment sub periods, except for some very short term
intervals, as the display is dominated by shades of green.
The increase in value w.r.t. the beginning of potential invest-
ment periods is nearly proportional to the investment period
length. This is clearly visible, as the intensity of shades of
green increases steadily as we consider chart areas more dis-
tant from the diagonal. Specifically, there are no periods ex-
hibiting significant negative growth (losses), as opposed to
the stock fund example discussed next.

In Figure 5 (right), we illustrate one fund composed of
technology stocks. At a glance, one can analyze the impact
that the so-called “new economy” or “ dot-com” phenomenon
within the technology sector had on this fund. An investor
could realize positive, even significant gains by investing
into this fund prior to 1997 but selling not later than 2001,
which roughly denotes the beginning of the “dot-com” spec-
ulative bubble burst. The effects of other investment scenar-
ios can easily be derived from the visualization. E.g., when
having invested between 2000 and 2001, one could not have
terminated this fund losslessly until the end of the given time
frame (March 2005). If we consider long-term investment
into this asset held until March 2005 by tracing vertical lines
up to the top, we readily perceive that investments made be-
fore 1995 did not incur losses even throughout the bubble
burst.

Figure 5: Growth Matrices (using gi) of a fund composed
of bonds (left) and of technology stocks (right). Identifiable
are prototypical growth patterns in both kinds of funds. The
bond fund achieves moderate, but steady growth throughout
all investment subintervals (up to 110 percent gain within the
complete time frame of 14 years). Conversely, the stock fund
experiences sub periods of significant gains (multiplying in
price), but also loosing such intermediate gains in the long
run due to the “new-economy” breakdown.
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4.2. Benchmarking Asset Growth Against the Market

The analysis in the preceding Section is anintra-assetanaly-
sis considering asset-local growth characteristics. We now
combine the asset-local analysis with a market-based bench-
marking scheme in an integrated Growth Matrix display.
This allows not only to analyze isolated asset returns, but
also to rate returns in all subintervals against certain market
benchmarks. In Figure6, the Growth Matrices from Figure5
showing the growth indicesgi are scaled down and translated
to the lower-half (empty) areas withinmarket-normalized
Growth Matrices over the respective assets. We perform
market normalization such that each asset-local growth rate
ri of a given asset can be compared against the respective
growth rates of the other assets in the database. To this end,
we find the rank indexri of the given asset’s growth ratesgi
according to Section3. The obtained rank index is then lin-
early mapped to the color scale and visualized. Growth rates
of rank higher than the center rank (growth rates higher that
the median growth rate) are mapped to increasingly darker
shades of green. This in turn implies that such growth rates
outperform the market, as represented by its corresponding
median growth grates. The opposite applies for growth rates
with indices smaller than the center index.

In Figure6 (left) we compare the bond fund’s growth pat-
tern against that of the whole database. We see that the bond
fund under performs the market for long investment periods
when the investment was done before 1997. This is easily
perceivable as the left part of the benchmarked Growth Ma-
trix consists of shades of red indicating below-median re-
turns. This is a typical result as the risk premium of an in-
vestment in bonds is usually smaller than it is for an invest-
ment in stocks, and our database contains a mix of bond and
stock-based fund assets. The opposite is true for the time
frame around the “new-economy” bubble burst. During all
hypothetical investment periods between 2000 and mid of
2002, this bond-based fund outperformed the market.

In Figure 6 (right) we show the same benchmark for
the fund based on technology stocks. Comparing local fund
growth rates and the market benchmark, both share struc-
tural similarities. We learn that the funds’ ranking against
the market behaves much like its own local growth pattern:
During the new-economy boom, this fund significantly out-
performed the market, while after the burst of the speculative
bubble, it significantly under performed the market. An ex-
ception are investments held between around 1991 and 1994,
where the fund under performed the market. Interestingly,
we notice a horizontal red “stripe” at the top of the Growth
Matrix, indicating that if we held this fund until 2005, we
would always have performed worse that the market median,
regardless of the point of investment.

We note that here we performed benchmarking of growth
rates against our full database of many funds composed of
bonds, stocks, or both (mixed asset funds). In practice it is
also typical to focus benchmarking on more strict classifi-

cations, considering only funds of certain types (stock- or
bond-based, regional or sectoral classifications, etc.) for nor-
malization. We point out that already simple, global market
normalization can serve to answer intriguing questions such
as:During which periods, if any, does a given fund outper-
form the market, and by what magnitudes?Given that an
investor can always build a plain portfolio representing the
market without incurring the management fees typically as-
sociated with funds, this is a central question at the heart of
financial analysis.

Figure 6: The bond (left) and stock (right) funds from Fig-
ure 5 benchmarked against the market. The large Growth
Matrices show the rank index ri for all investment sub peri-
ods of these funds, as compared to our full asset database.
The small Growth Matrices show the respective asset-local
growth patterns (gi) for reference.

4.3. Comparative Benchmarking of Sets of Assets

Another interesting application of the Growth Matrix lies
in screeningassets from similar classes in order to identify
which assets perform better or worse than the average class-
specific characteristics in any possible time frame. It is ex-
pected that structural patterns of the assets from a given asset
class are similar, e.g., funds of European technology stock
should exhibit roughly the same high-level growth patterns.
Based on simultaneous visualization of assets belonging to a
given class, the analyst can then explore for deviations from
the general pattern in order to assess discriminative charac-
teristics of individual assets within the given class.

We illustrate such comparative screening by laying out
three globally benchmarked Growth Matrices in Figure7.
We chose three funds composed of stocks from Asian-
Pacific corporations. The overall pattern is that these funds
are dominated by mainly low to negative growth of respec-
tive fund prices. Basically, investors would have realized
positive returns only when terminating the funds around the
year 2000, as the growth rate at this point in time is rather
constant and positive, irrespective of the time of initial in-
vestment. Among the three stock funds, the rightmost fund
performed best, as it shows fewest lossy subintervals in the
display.
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Figure 7: Three stock-based funds from the Asian-Pacific re-
gion. The funds generally under perform the database me-
dian, and negative growth patterns are characteristic. Com-
pared to the other funds, the rightmost one performs best.

Another screening example is given in Figure8, repre-
senting funds composed of technology stocks. While the
overall Growth Matrix patterns are similar and reflect the
“dot-com” phenomenon, the leftmost fund asset generally
exhibits better maximal returns. It has the largest growth
rates prior to the technology crisis, and recovers more
quickly from it. While the crisis impact is clear, this particu-
lar fund has best managed to control losses. Conversely, the
rightmost fund performed worst in managing the technology
crisis.

4.4. A Visually Motivated Growth Matrix Descriptor

In the preceding discussion, we applied the Growth Matrix
technique on several types of assets, and analyzed typical
behaviors of growth rates. Intuitively, the visualization com-
municates performance patterns over time by the distribution
of growth rates mapped to color codes. Based on the visual-
izations, we can go one step further and synthesize an ana-
lytical index defined not over raw time series values like is
often done in finance, but directly on the Growth Matrix im-
ages, trying to capture main visual features. To achieve this,
we can model an investor’s aggregated preference over all
growth rates present in the Growth Matrix. We here specify
a class of aggregation functions by means of a weighted sum
over all growth indices, considering therecentnessof each
growth index, as well as its respectiveperiod in a combined
weight. We make the following assumptions:

1. Growth index weight increases with recentness. Recent-
ness can be measured by|T| − j − 1 as the difference
between the growth index’s last time stamp indexj, and
the largest time stamp index present in the time series.

2. Growth index weight depends on the time period via a
single peaked function centered at a specific time period
d indicating preferred investment periods.

Formally, we define therecentness weight functionas
rw( j, |T|) : (Integer, Integer) → Real[0,1], and theTime
period weight functionas dw(i, j) : (Integer, Integer) →
Real[0,1]. We then calculate the performance indexpi for an
assetA as the weighted sum over its growth indicesgiA(i, j)
(or its rank indicesriA(i, j,DB)), where the combined weight

is obtained by multiplying the weightsrw anddw:

piA =
|T|−2

∑
i=0

|T|−1

∑
j=i+1

rw( j, |T|)×dw(i, j)×giA(i, j).

An instantiation ofpi is obtained by specifyingrw anddw
appropriately. A reasonable specification for a recentness
weighting function could be:

rw( j, |T|) =
j

|T|−1
∈ [0,1],

and also a time period weighting function:

dw(i, j) = max{1−s( j− i−d)2,0} ∈ [0,1].

In these instantiations,rw linearly depends on the recentness
of the considered subinterval, anddw quadratically depends
on the agreement of the subinterval’s period with the pre-
ferred time periodd. In the latter function,s≤ 0 is a scaling
factor for adjusting agreement sensitivity.

The derived performance indexpiA is proposed as a
metric for capturing the spectrum of growth characteristics
of any asset time series in a single coefficient, according
to modeled investor preferences.piA is motivated by the
Growth Matrix visualization, and may serve as a selection
criteria for querying large sets of Growth Matrices for the
assets best matching a given investor’s preference. Also, it
can be used for generating sorted layouts for sets of assets.
Additionally, the combined weightrw× dw could be used
for scaling the saturation attribute in Growth Matrix images,
visually highlighting subintervals of interest to the investor.
Due to space limitation reasons we cannot present applica-
tions using this performance index, but will do so in future
work.

5. Conclusions

We have introduced the Growth Matrix technique for analyz-
ing time series data by visualizing growth rates defined over
all subintervals in the original (raw) time series. We imple-
mented a visualization system based on the Growth Matrix
technique, and applied it on a large financial data set con-
sisting of fund price series. We also developed an analytical
index to capture key features of the obtained Growth Matrix
images. We found the technique very useful for analyzing
growth patterns present in asset price time series. In the stud-
ied financial context, the Growth Matrix allows the rigorous
screening of asset price developments on an individual basis
(intra-asset analysis), as well as contrasting many time series
simultaneously against each other as well as against the mar-
ket (inter-asset analysis, and market-benchmark analysis).

Future work will explore the proposed performance index,
and extend the system’s interactive facilities by appropri-
ately coupling the Growth Matrix display with dynamic line-
chart views. This work has focused on growth rates visual-
ization. Regarding the broader field of time series analysis,
considering subinterval scores obtained from, e.g., change

c© The Eurographics Association 2006.
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Figure 8: Three funds composed of technology stocks. By simultaneous visualization of a set of similar assets, these can be
readily compared. Strong and weak candidates can be identified.

point, trend, or anomaly analysis techniques, seems promis-
ing for selected applications.
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